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Microscopy Techniques for Materials ScienceWoodhead Publishing, 2002
At last the book is finished – and I have now been asked to put my mind to the Preface! It occurs to me that writing a Preface is a unique art form. Admittedly, after limited research into Preface-writing, I propose, like innumerable authors before me, to start with the usual whinge – yes, to paraphrase Mrs Beeton from the Preface of...
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Mastering Data Warehouse Aggregates: Solutions for Star Schema PerformanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
The first book to offer in-depth coverage of star schema aggregate tables
 

Dubbed by Ralph Kimball as the most effective technique for maximizing star schema performance, dimensional aggregates are a powerful and efficient tool that can accelerate data warehouse queries more dramatically than any other technology. After you ensure...
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Blackness as a Defining Identity: Mediated Representations and the Lived Experiences of African Immigrants in AustraliaSpringer, 2019

	
		This book explores the lived experiences of African immigrants in Australia, and the way they are represented in the media. By delving into the group’s everyday lives, the book exposes the roles that media and social perceptions play in the production and regulation of diasporic identities. Rather than being presented as...
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Active Networks and Active Network Management: A Proactive Management FrameworkSpringer, 2001
Active networking is an exciting new paradigm in digital  networking that has the potential to revolutionize the manner in which  communication takes place. It is an emerging technology, one in which  new ideas are constantly being formulated and new topics of research  are springing up even as this book is being written. This technology  is very...
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One-Dimensional Nanostructures (Lecture Notes in Nanoscale Science and Technology)Springer, 2008

	One-dimensional (1D) nanostructures represent a group of nanomaterials with highly anisotropic morphologies, the smallest dimension falling in the range of 1–100 nm. Typical examples of 1D nanostructures include nanowires and nanotubes. Semiconductor nanowires are characterized by the efficient transport of electrons and excitons, and...
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Pro SQL Server 2008 ReplicationApress, 2009
Pro SQL Server 2008 Replication is for MS database developers and administrators who want to learn about the different types of replication and those best suited to SQL Server 2008. This book will also cover advanced topics like replication with heterogeneous databases, backup and recovery of replicated databases, database mirroring with...
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Human Interaction and Emerging Technologies: Proceedings of the 1st International Conference on Human Interaction and Emerging Technologies (IHIET ... in Intelligent Systems and Computing)Springer, 2019

	This book reports on research and developments in human-technology interaction. A special emphasis is given to human-computer interaction, and its implementation for a wide range of purposes such as healthcare, aerospace, telecommunication, and education, among others. The human aspects are analyzed in detail. Timely studies on...
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Animating Real-Time Game Characters (Charles River Media Game Development)Charles River, 2002


	Greetings! Thanks for buying or considering this book. Investing

	your money in books like this is not an easy decision. There are

	many to choose from and many to consider.





	My intent in writing Animating Real-Time Game Characters has been to

	share my work methods, thoughts, and ideas about animating real-time...
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Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry 16Springer, 1985

	This volume of the Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry series con-
	tains six chapters: four are on topics of current fundamental interest
	in the subject and two deal with more technological aspects of
	electrochemistry.


	Writing such a chapter on solid metal electrodes is a challenge
	when, at every moment, the latest...
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Advanced Cmos Process Technology (V L S I Electronics) (v. 19)Academic Press, 1989

	The microelectronics revolution persists. Technical innovations abound,

	and the performance-to-cost ratios for semiconductor devices, integrated

	circuits, and systems continue to grow. Although it might be entertaining, a

	historical account of the past three decades of microelectronics would

	provide little direct benefit to the...
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TortoiseSVN 1.7 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	TortoiseSVN is a popular and easy-to-use Subversion client for Microsoft Windows. It is a Windows Shell extension, and is not limited to any particular IDE. TortoiseSVN is a free software which has been released under the GNU General Public License.


	This book will help you to understand and use all of the features provided by...
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Biomineralization Sourcebook: Characterization of Biominerals and Biomimetic MaterialsCRC Press, 2014

	What does it mean to be at the forefront of a characterization technique? Novel implementation and research, finding new ways to visualize composites, and new techniques all play a role. Yet with the myriad of advances in the field, keeping up with new and advanced techniques, often from many different areas, has become a challenge....
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